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Pandora Discovered

Pandora. The world full of mystery and wonder. The world where you have to fight for life.
Read on to see if any human kind could survive in this unknown world…

Where is Pandora?
The magical world of Pandora is located in the Alpha Centauri system. Scientists have
recently learned that this special place is a star system and it would take 4.4 light years to
reach. The Alpha Centauri system is Earth's nearest stellar system.

Did you know, Alpha Centauri A (ACA) is Pandora's son?

Pandora is one of many amazing moons orbiting Polethenis. Polethinis is a gas giant the size of
Saturn - one planet in the milky way. To the human eye, Polethinis looks pale blue with swirls
of pretty white on it. It is like no other planet ever known before.
Although Pandora is not able to be reached by humans because of the highly toxic
atmosphere, people can analyze it from far away on the Earth’s southern hemisphere.



Appearance:
Scientists do not know much about what Pandora is like
but they do know one thing… it is beautiful. Filled with
alluring, elegant, delightful tropical rainforests and
gorgeous seedlings that fall from the tall trees that
tower above the land. The fascinating rainforests
cover a large part of Pandora, leaving only a few small

grassy
lakeland idylls. Once someone has seen Pandora,
they can never forget it's unbelievable culture
and territory. Another majestic part to the
planet is the mountains - they are floating!
Flying animals perch on them as they plot their
prey. Magnetic fields cover the exotic

properties of unobtainium that then allows the hallelujah mountains to flow influx constantly
What is unobtainium?
Unobtainium is the most powerful super conductor known to exist. It is a rare earth mineral
mined by humans and the reason they are on Pandora.

Animals on Pandora:

On Pandora, there are not just rainforests…  dangerous but somehow inspiring animals and
humanoid Na’vi live on Pandora. From a distance, Pandora could be mistaken for an Earth-like
planet but on closer inspection, it’s inhabitants are dramatically different. The humanoid
Na’vi are similar to humans but are 9-10 feet tall and have the distinctive mark of being blue!
They hunt all day on either the Direhorse for hunting and trekking or the Banshee for
hunting from the air.

The Direhorse:
The Direhorse is an extremely forceful, vigorous and compelling
horse. It is able to hold a considerably large weight and has immse



muscles to fight off anything in Pandora - not always it succeeds though.

The Banshee:
This crazy creature has menacing jaws always ready to rip prey
apart. They are used by the Na'vi for hunting from the air and
travelling large distances. Ikran ( the Na’vi name for the Banshee)
are also used in battle, where they mount attacks from the air.

Not all hunting can end up with prey they have killed; anything can become prey in the
presence of the Leonoptrix. The Leonoptrix is an alarming, intimidating, spooky winged
creature that will eat anything. Some other predators are: fierce Viper Wolvers,
Hammerhead Titanatherous and the most vicious is the Thanator. No-one would suggest going
to Pandora for anything except for research because of the murderous, malicious, malevolent
animals that roam Pandora. Most creatures on Pandora are hexapons - 6 limbed- only the
humanoid Na’vi is not.  All plants, animals and marine organisms on Pandora - including
humanoids - have bioluminescent qualities that allow them to make breathtaking, magnificent,
astonishing patterns in the night. It is never dark on Pandora: the flora and fauna will
illuminate the days and nights on Pandora for as long as they last. It is a beautiful array and
eye-catching to any human (that's if they could go to Pandora).

Religion
Humanoid Na’vi are extremely religious. The wood
sprites (seeds) from the Vertria remoonon (a holy tree)
are believed to be a symbol of the symbiotic relationship
between all things Pandora by scientists. Their sacred
tree- the tree of souls, the Vertria remoonom - is
speculated by the Na’vi that the tree is the deep
connection of all life.

In  summary, this magical place is excellent for further expeditions and would provide an
enlightening experience for any adventurous human. However, this is currently impossible due
to the hostile environment on Pandora. With scientific advances in the future, the possibility
of humans living on Pandora could become reality.



Pandora’s box has been opened…


